Statement of Operational Separation
Introduction
In accordance with Ofcom’s trading and separation rules, this document updates the
previous Statement of Operational Separation published in July 2019, and sets out the
arrangements the BBC implemented to comply with Ofcom’s operational separation
requirements A.1 to A.5 inclusive (“Ofcom’s operational separation requirements”)
during the 2019/2020 financial year.

Effectiveness of the BBC’s measures, controls and processes during 2018/2019
financial year
The BBC’s measures, controls and processes were implemented and operated effectively
throughout 2018/19, ensuring compliance with Ofcom’s operational separation
requirements. There were no reported areas of non-compliance during this period.
Examples of effective implementation and operation by the BBC during 2018/19
included:1
-

-

-

Ensuring that members and invited guests left Board meetings for any agenda
items where it would have been inappropriate for the members/guests to be
present, and that minutes reflected this;
Providing clear advice in relation to BritBox around operational separation to
ensure negotiating teams in Commercial Rights and Business Affairs (CRBA) are
kept separate and do not discuss or otherwise disclose information relating to the
BBC’s stake in BritBox, content supply deal with BBC Studios, or the BBC’s new
programme release policy; and
Providing ad hoc advice across the BBC Group on a number of issues regarding
operational separation throughout the year, including advising on:
o
o
o
o

safeguards to put in place for commercial subsidiaries to access BBC
systems (e.g. technical walls, terms of use);
the criteria under which BBC Studios staff may access BBC archives, other
systems, and production libraries;
sharing transmission information with BBC Studios’ Distribution division;
and
the extent to which learnings from a BBC co-production could be shared
with BBC Studios (only top-line information that would be published or
easily deducible).
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These actions were undertaken by various parts of the BBC, primarily the Regulation team in BBC Policy and
the Competition and Regulatory Legal team.
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The Policy and Legal teams, together with commissioners (where it concerns programme
data/information), provide advice to different areas of the BBC Group on a regular basis
to make sure the BBC does not share inappropriate information with the commercial
subsidiaries, in particular BBC Studios. Where information may be shared, safeguards
(e.g. non-disclosure agreements, technical walls, only sharing with a specific limited set
of people) are often put in place to ensure no onward distribution and that the
information is only used for a specific purpose. In addition, as indicated above, a number
of sessions have been run for teams within both the BBC and BBC Studios, focused on
providing staff with an overview of the BBC’s regulatory and legal obligations in relation
to information sharing.

Governance and conflicts of interest
The BBC Board governs the BBC, which includes the UK Public Services, trading
activities, non-service activities, other services (e.g. the World Service), Group functions
(e.g. the BBC Legal department), and the commercial subsidiaries through the BBC
Commercial Holdings Board. Each commercial subsidiary has its own Executive
Committee and Board, and these Boards are accountable to the BBC Commercial
Holdings Board. This structure is set out below, with further information on our website.
Governance of BBC commercial subsidiaries

The principal functions of the BBC Board are set out in the Charter and include securing
the effective and efficient management of the BBC and its commercial subsidiaries. In
5

order to have appropriate oversight of both the commercial subsidiaries and the UK
Public Services, there are employees of commercial subsidiaries who are members of the
BBC Board. This may lead to opportunities for such employees to gain access to
information relating to, or from, the UK Public Services, which would not be accessible
to other private companies.
As a result, controls are in place to preserve appropriate separation of the commercial
subsidiaries from the UK Public Services. Conflicts of interest are managed centrally by
the Company Secretariat. This includes conflicts within meetings, which are recorded at
the start of Board meetings. Should there be any conflicts, these are declared and the
conflicted employee is required to excuse themselves from the relevant item. Access to
papers, or parts of papers, is also restricted, and conflicts are noted in the minutes, which
are published on the BBC’s website.

IT
Different levels of IT access across different systems are granted to employees
depending upon their function and location within the BBC structure. This ensures that
employees cannot access material which could risk breaching Ofcom’s requirements.
Restricted access for certain commissioning, production or distribution staff may apply
to resources such as the Audiences Portal, Archive Products, and the shared drive. Given
the particular concern around commissioning, when staff leave or move to other parts of
the BBC, it is ensured that their level of access is checked and amended or terminated if
necessary.
The Audiences Portal is an online service for BBC employees and production companies
working on BBC commissions that provides audience information (e.g. viewing figures,
appreciation index scores) on BBC and other PSB programmes. Employees in BBC
Studios Production and external producers can access information only regarding the
programmes they produce for the BBC.
Each BBC system has its own Terms of Use, which sets out the terms under which users
agree to access the system, and restricting their use of any data or other (e.g. archive)
material on the system. In addition, where we do not have the technology to restrict
access, relevant staff are asked to sign non-disclosure agreements. This is the case for
BBC Studios staff in its distribution division who may be able to see information on
transactions agreed with the UK Public Services.
The Design and Engineering division is responsible for the BBC’s IT systems, and
relevant teams seek input from the Policy and Legal teams as required, for example on
potential safeguards for commercial subsidiaries’ access to certain systems (e.g. the
editorial compliance system). This input includes providing documentation, for example
drafting access policies and/or terms of use (e.g. for archive products).

Co-location of people
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various communications around mandatory training are sent by BBC Academy on a
regular basis to line managers, the Chief Operating Officers of the BBC’s divisions and
individuals. Fair Trading training compliance is also monitored by the Fair Trading
Committee. The Fair Trading Awareness course was taken by 3,088 staff in 2019/20
(compared with 2,222 in 2018/19(, and the Fair Trading Advanced course was taken by
556 staff in 2019/20 (compared with 375 in 2018/29).
The Policy team provides more bespoke face-to-face training sessions upon request. All
fair trading advice provided by the Policy team across the BBC Group, including advice
relating to operational separation, is recorded in the Fair Trading log for the annual
external Fair Trading audit conducted by Deloitte.
Employees in BBC Group functions which include Strategy, Legal, Policy, Finance and
Commercial Rights and Business Affairs, will sometimes require access to information
from both the commercial subsidiaries and the UK Public Services in order to efficiently
conduct their work. Through guidance and training from the Policy and Competition and
Regulatory Legal teams, the BBC ensures that these employees are aware of the
sensitivity of such information, and the associated risks if such information were made
available to the commercial subsidiaries.
All BBC staff are also required to complete data protection training, and are therefore
mindful of the dangers of mishandling commercially sensitive information.
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